
SAP Financials (ABAP) Chief Consultant

工作职责

SAP Implementation and Rollout Tasks in Area SAP Project Systems,
SAP Investment Management & CATS
Execution, Coordination, and documentation of data validation
during Data Migration including needed rework and pre-preparation.
Support Keyuser in case of questions during Integration Test and
Hypercare.
Analysis and resolving of Bugs reported by the business during
Integration tests and Hypercare.
Execute and Support Handling of Authorizations (role designs/ test
user creation)
Analysis of Business requirements, align with current concept and
concept owner, transfer into the functional specification and technical
documentation)

你的档案

Bachelor's Degree or equivalent Diploma/Vocational Experience
Minimum of 6 years working experience in IT or related business area.
Possess essential skills and a deep understanding of Finance business
requirements & challenges & must be able to translate them into IT
functional solutions.
Strong integration knowledge of other IT modules and sub-systems
(i.e., HR system, central systems, etc).
Must have advanced project management skills including scoping,
business requirement evaluation, resource planning, and issue
management among others.
Minimum 5 years experience with at least 3 SAP implementations,
support management, and conceptualizing solutions.
Mandatory and expert configuration skills in SAP FICO (PS) module
with advanced proficiency in Authorization Management.
With business process experience or background relevant to the
functional discipline (i.e. Accounting, Controlling, Tax, Audit)
Knowledge of Financial Standards is a plus.
Knowledge of technical interfaces to SAP.

我们可以提供
Ready to drive with Continental? Take the first step and fill in the online
application.

关于我们
Continental develops pioneering technologies and services for
sustainable and connected mobility of people and their goods. Founded
in 1871, the technology company offers safe, efficient, intelligent and
affordable solutions for vehicles, machines, traffic and transportation. In
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工作职能
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塔吉格

领导力级别
Leading Self

工作场所灵活度
Hybrid Job

法律個體
Temic Automotive , Inc.



2022, Continental generated sales of €39.4 billion and currently
employs around 200,000 people in 57 countries and markets.

The Automotive group sector comprises technologies for passive safety,
brake, chassis, motion and motion control systems. Innovative solutions
for assisted and automated driving, display and operating technologies,
as well as audio and camera solutions for the vehicle interior, are also
part of the portfolio, as is intelligent information and communication
technology for the mobility services of fleet operators and commercial
vehicle manufacturers. Comprehensive activities relating to connectivity
technologies, vehicle electronics and high-performance computers
round off the range of products and services.


